
                                                             “MORE THAN A NAME” 

                    (UNNAMED PEOPLE IN THE SCRIPTURES WHO LEFT AN UNDENIABLE IMPACT) 

                                                            
                                                            “NO NAME IN HELL” 

                                                            Text: Luke 16:19-31 

INTRODUCTION: A Good name on Earth is often attained by way of kind deeds, a good work 

ethic, and often times by way of religious activity. We may be respected in our community, 

move up the corporate ladder at work, raise a decent family, and still be lost eternally in a place 

called Hell. The man is Luke 16 had a pretty good life – nice clothes, plenty to eat, and is 

identified in the Bible as a “rich man”. Yet, when he closed his eyes in death, he woke up in an 

eternal lake of fire.  

 Many assume that the verses before us this evening are one of the many parables that Jesus 

used in the course of His earthly ministry. Yet, in the parables told by Jesus, names are never 

used, but in this story, _______________ is clearly named. The “rich man” in this story dies and 

finds himself in Hell nameless. When a person dies without Jesus, their eternal destiny is sealed 

in Hell and their name is forever blotted out from the eternal record of God. How tragically sad, 

to live an entire lifetime building a respected name only to arrive in Hell forever without one.          

I.  THE ________________ OF THIS RICH MAN 

The Bible is clear in its record that this rich man was in Hell, and that he was tormented (23).     

A. HELL IS AN _________________ PLACE 

Many people assume that Hell is here on Earth or a state of mind rather than a reality. 

The Bible speaks more often about this place called Hell than it does heaven. 

(Luke 16:23, Psalm 9:17) 

B. HELL IS AN _________________ PLACE 

Of all the places that we might consider to be awful, Hell surpasses them all (23).  

Some people speak of tough situations in life as “going though Hell.” 

Pain and disappointments in life may not be pleasant, but they are immensely _______ from 

the reailty of Hell. (Luke 16:24, Matthew 18:8)   

C. HELL IS AN _____________________ PLACE 

Hell was never intended for human kind, but for the devil (Lucifer/Satan) and his angels. The 

alternative to Hell is Heaven, where Jesus has prepared for every saved soul to go.  

(John 14:1-3, John 3:16, John 3:36) 



 

II. THE ______________ OF THIS RICH MAN 

What is Hell like? Can the terrors of Hell ever be comprehended this side of that  

actual, awful and avoidable place? I think not! 

A. HELL IS A PLACE OF TORMENTING FORCES 

A Place of ______________  (Matt. 3:12, 13:40-42; Mark 9:44) 

A Place of ____________________ (II Peter 2:4, Revelation 9:2) 

A Place of Loneliness – One of the worst personal experiences.  

For a believer, there is no such feeling (Isaiah 41:10).   

A Place of ____________________ (Luke 16:25) 

B. HELL IS A PLACE OF TANTALIZING __________________ 

(Revelation 19:20, 20:10, 21:8) 

Contrary to the thoughts of some, there are no parties or celebartions in Hell.  

The devil and his angels will scream in tantalizing mockery of the condemned.  

C. HELL IS A PLACE OF TERRIFYING REJECTION (Luke 16:26)  

Without question, debate or doubt, we can be sure that one of the most horrific aspects  

of Hell is that there is no _________.  

Hell is a place of never-ending, eternal rejection. (II Thess. 1:9, Revelation 14:11) 

CONCLUSION: Sadly, many people in life who think they have it all, will one day suddenly find 

out they have nothing at all. Life is full of choices, but none weighs greater for the human soul 

than that of what to do with Jesus. To have all the pleasure of life – both material and 

inmaterial – and to not have Jesus as one’s Savior is to be eternally lost. This rich man in life, 

had a name and was rich, but in eternity, he has neither. Perhaps just now would be a good and 

proper time to settle our standing with God, so that hell will not be our home, and happiness 

will be our eternal reward.    

     

NEXT STUDY: PART 2 - “THE WHY OF THIS RICH MAN”  


